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Distribution of Selected Metals in the. Stockton District, .1 7 r.ah
By W. J. `loore,

Curtin,

. Roberts, and

Tooker

Abstract
Spectrographic analyses of bedrock and oxidized surficial materials

from the Stockton district in northeastern Ctah indicate a zonal distribution of metals spatially related to an intrusive center of Tertiary
age. Areas of locally high bismuth and molybdenum concentrations define
the central zone; copper and lead-zinc-arsenic areas overlap and,exeld

progressively farther from the central zone ; locally high boron concentrations in the outer zone extend largely beyond the limirs of significant,

known mineralization; silver and antimony are erratically distributed in
the area studied. The present distribution of metals at Stockton
apparently reflects hypogene environmental controls.
Introduction and acknowledgments
The Stockton district lies in the western foothills of the Oquirrh
Mountains about 1', miles east of Stockton and 30 miles southwest of Salt
Lake City, .Jtah. A study of the metal distribution in surficial materials

was undertaken to supplement a geologic investigation in the Bingham
district, located approximately 12 miles to the northeast.
During the fieldwork at Stockton, E. il. Snyder and 1.

Drouhay

of the Combined Metals Reduction Co. made available many district maps
and reports; this assistance is gratefully acknowledged.
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The writers

also acknowledge the advice and considerable analytical support provided
by A. P. Marranzino, G. 3. Gott, and . . F. McCarthy, Sc., of the
Geological Survey. Sahng Yup Kim of the Korean Geological Survey
assisted with the magnetic studies.
General geology
The geology and ore deposits of the Stockton district hav boon
studied by Butler and others (1920) and Gilluly (1932). The district is
underlain by an interbedded sequi.mce of quartzites and limestones of the
Pennsylvanian-Penal an Oquirrh ForDation: the exposed Oquirrh section in
this area ranges from about 4,000 to 9,000 feet above the basal contact

with the Manning Canyon Shale of Mississippian -Pennsylvanian age. The
limestone layers, rarely more than 50 feet thick, are medium to dark
gray, arenaceous, and thin bedded. Dense buff to gray quartzites and
chertv, calcareous sandstones separate the limestone beds. The outcrop
chap (fig. 1) , prepared in the course of geochcrlical sampling, shows the
distribution of the most persistent calcareous units in the area. Many
of the thin limestones are obscured or concealed by a cover of scrub oak
and quartzite slope wash.
The beds form part of the east limb of the northwest-plunging Ophi r
anticline (Cilluly, 1932, pl. 1) and generally strike about N. 70°-80° W.
and dip 60°-80° N. Locally the beds are overturned and dip 70° or more
south in the northern part of the map area. Minor drag folds are associated with some of the larger faults in the northern and central portions
of the district.
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Gilluly (1932, p. 88-90) recognized several periods of faulting in
the Stockton district. The earliest faults are bedding faults of minor
displacement, that presumably accompanied folding. These were followed by
north-trending faults that dip steeply to the west and !hay have controlled,
in part, the emplacement of quartz monzonitic intrusive rocks. Ore bodies
are localized principally along the north-trending and bedding faults.
Sheared sulfides occur locally in the underground workings, suggesting
continuing posture faulting. The horizontal displacement on the faults
rarely, exceeds 100 feet: an exception is the Continental fault zone

which displaces the beds horizontally about 1,000 feet. Faults-:.of
displacement are not shown in figure 1.
Iotrusive rocks ranging in composition from diorite to quartz
monzonitc cut the Oquirrh Fornation.

Most of these are dikes of quartz

monzonite porphyry. The stocklike bodies shown near the southern limits
of the map (fig. 1) include several small masses of quartz diorite. The
igneous rocks in the vicinity of Stockton are a part of an intrusive
center which includes the large stock and numerous sills exposed 2 miles
to the southeast in Soldier Canyon (fig. 1, insert).
A northwest-trending aeromagnetic anomaly, presumably related to
intrusive rocks at depth, was found in this area (Mabey and others, 1964,
fig. 2, insert). Its presence has been confirmed by additional traverses
at the surface over portions of the Stockton district, by means of a
portable flux-gate magnetometer. A local magnetic high also occurs
northwest of the Calumet mine over the alleviated area surrounded by
stocklike intrusives (fig. 2). This suggests the presence of a major
extension from the larger, northwest-trending intnisive mass.
3

Limestones near intrus ive contacts are commonly bleached and
recrystallized; recrystallized limestone is common within the area
defined approximately by the 600-gamma cont(, ur line in figure 2. Small
bodies of

silicate minerals including diopside, epidote , andradito

idocrase, and wollastonite are found in this area but also occur locally
in narrow zones along dikes and fissures throughout the district. The
more siliceous elastic rocks in the southern portion of the district
have been metalcrphosed to spotted or Layered hornfelses, Cilluly
(1932, p. 94) reported that the calcareous cement in these rocks is
partially replaced by diopside, epidote, orthoclase, and garnets.
Propylitization is the dominant type of the intrusive rocks at
Stockton (Gilluly, 1932, p. 93). Weathering has obscured the effects
of this process at the surface but several dikes have a matrix composed,
in part, of a soft, pale-green material, presumably chlorite. Sericitic
alteration is common in gouge zones and in the plagioclase phenocrysts
of the intrusive rocks.
Ore deposits
Ore deposits were first discovered in the 1 /4;tockton district in 1864
and have since yielded metals valued at more than $30 million from about
1,200,000 short tons of ore (E. h . Snyder, wri

communicat ion, 1965) .

Production values are divided among the following metals: lead, 75
percent; silver, 16 percent; zinc, 5 percent; gold, 3 percent; and copper,
1 percent. The major properties have been owned by the Combined Metals
Reduction Co. since 1924. At the present time the underground workings
are inaccessible.
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The

ore :epostts

pipelike or hlanket. Pke replacement

bodies that_ plun, ;e steeply !o the nolth; the:, ale chiefly lot:alized at
the intersection of nort1, -!.rending fault and hrecia zones with
favorable, limestone ,nits.

The strike I.en;;th of

f::e

oie shoots selCo71

exceeds 100 feet, although several have been followed downplunge from
the surface for over 1,800 feet. (Cilluly, 1932, p. 162). Weak
mineralization was observed alon.; some noith-t:endino fissures cutting
quartzite beds and along the brecciated margins of cluaLtz wonzonite
dikes.
Hypogene ore minerals include galena ar.d argentite with minor
amounts of sphalerite and chalcopyrite in a gangue coniposed of py;te,
calcite, and quartz. Oxidation of the ore bodies is essentially
complete to depths of (00 to 800 feet (Cillely, 1")32, p. 10).
Cerussite, plumbo-jarosite, and amOesite are the major ore minerals in
the zone of oxidaton:

amounts of cetarvrite, pyromoiphi te,

hemimorphite, and -Ialachite are also present in some ores.
Ganue rJnerals in the oxidized zone ale generally quartz and hydrated
iron oxides and locally, manganese oxides, havite, and gypsum.

Ceochemical studies
About 1,000 bedrock samples were collected for semiquantitative
spectrographic analysis within the areas outlined by heavy dashed lines
in figure 3. The southern and western bounda:ies of the sav,ple area
approximate the outcrop limits of the Oqui!- rn Fo:!dation; 5oundaries or
the noith and east were selected along or nea; prominent diainae
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divides. Nearly

pets cent of the samples were taken fro gossans or

breccia zones that showed variable amounts of iron stai ni n ; the

re—ainder represent "background" sample sites when no wineralization
was
The sample distribution is shown in the insert map, figure 3.
attempt was made to sample at regular intervals on a

No

system, as

the ore metals are chiefly concentrated along north -trending fissItres
and fractures.
All analytical work was done by C. C. Curtin, A. P. Ma.- ranzino,

and Uteana Oda of the Branch of Exploration Research, U.S. Ceological
Survey. Each sample was analyzed for Ca, Mg, Fe, and 27 0.nor elements.

The generalized distribution of locally high concentration areas
fu: bismuth (BO, 1,,olvhdentim (Mo), ,:opper (Cu), lead (Pb) , zinc (7,n),
arsenic (As) , antimony (Sb), silver (4), and boron (h) is shown in
figure 3; these areas contain 70 t. o 90 percent of the sa7Tles that
exceed the indicated minimum concentration for a given element.
Minimum concentration values were aibitrarily chosen after scannin ',
analyses for the visibly unmineralized samples; these values are greater
than .local background by at least a factor of five for

all elements

except Bi and B. Background concentrations of the latter two are less
than or similar to the 10-ppm lower-sensitivity limit of the spectrographic method employed. The directional trend of individual areas is
not significant, since most areas contain many diversely oriented
fissures; however, their aggregate distribution may he significant.
In the sample area north of the Calumet wine, locally high concen-

to

trations of Ui and Mo a-e ,.1Asteied i n ;()ssan sa,Tles near thc iip Top
shaft (1- 0,.. 3A); several narrow dikes have been mapped in this area
2).

The first ( ke east of

he Tip Top mine is ln. aI lv tel1,ed

the "Raddatz" porphyry and, according to

"widens considerably

at depth and where cut on the 1,200-foot level of the Honerine mine is
300 feet. wide" (1932, p. 52).
Concentrations of Cu greater than 50 ppm occer in a broad area
that overlaps and extends beyond the Bi-Mo zone. Fiure 3B shows that
the area of locally high Pb, Zn, and As concentrations .2,enerally
coincides with the limits of the Cu zone but extends beyond these limits
at the northern and eastern margins of the district. Ag and Sb are
erratically distributed within the Pb-Zn-As zone. B concentrations of
greater than 20 ppm occur largely beyond the limits of significant
known mineralization.
Many features of the metal distribution in the main mining area
are repeated on a smaller scale in the vicinity of the Calumet L'ine
(fig. 3).

It is possible that- two separate centers of mineralization

are involved; however, both are spatially coincident with extensions
from the large intrusive mass suggested, in part, by magnetic cita in
figure 2.
The hypogene minerals which supplied certain metals now found in
the gossan samples at Stockton are largely a matter of speculation.
Galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and argentite are likely sources for
the Pb, Zn, Cu, and Ag; small amounts of tetrahedrite and arsenopyrite
reported by Butler and others (1920, p. 372) may account for the
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presence cat SI and As.

Hypogene tourmaline occurs 'n the lretaxorrhos(0

limestones of the Ophi r and Mercut

southeast of Stockton

(Cilluly, 1932, p. 129) but no minerals havin P as an essential
constituent were identified in the Stockton area i t self.

Similarly,

hypooene Mo and Bi minerals remain unknown; Mo may be present as thtrace mineral molyhdenite, whereas Bi may occur as micios,opic .nt.lusions
of hismuthinite or matildite in galena

(Fleischer, 1955, p. 07')- 80).

' The distribution of metals at Stockton appears to reflect hypogene
•
environmental controls. Areas of "high" Hi-Mo concentrations,
consistently associated with stocklike intrusive bodies of quartz
monzonite porphyry, are inferred to have formed in relatively hintemperature zones during the early stages of mineralization (Coldschmidt.
1954, p. 483; Erickson and others, 1961, p. D317).

The intermed'ate

Cu and Pb-Zn-As zones would indicate lower temperatures of sulfide
deposition.
concentrations of manganese in min, ralized areas have been
related to environments distant from the source of mn
solutions (Erickson and others, 1961, p. '317; Hewett, 1064).

Tn the

present study no systematic distribution of mananese was observed.
Boron occurs in the fringe areas of mineralization; this occurrence is
consistent with the known mobility of the element (Rankama and Sahama.
1950, p. 487-489) and is considered to be a characteristic feature of

the low temperature, hydrothermal environment at Stockton.
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Exploration possibilities
Geochemical studies in the areas of known Mineralization at
Stockton have indicated a distribution of metals
central Bi-Mo,
and

characterized by a

a medial Cu-P-Zn-As, and an outer 1 zone. The westerh

southwestern port ons of the district are covered by alluvium aad

have been

only pai:tiv explored ; based on a zohal and crddely concentric

distribution of metals, further explorat:on is sugested

these areas.

Geophysical methods and !;eochemical analysis may isolate target areas
in the alluvium-covered limestones maiginal to the itrusive center
shown in figure 2. Recent work (Erickson and Marranzi no, 1Q60, p. E98;
Erickson and others, 1964, p. 17) suggests that copper and possibly
silver are concentrated

in caliche coatinps on alluvial sediments

overlying buried ore deposits; a reconnaissance study of caliche and
soil samples based on trqyerses extended from the bedrock cortrol areas
may be worthwhi le.
Ceophysftal anm.alles have been reported in

Rush Valley south of

Stocl.ton (anonymous oral communication, l 0(
,,); these aio:Aalies hay,:
been confirmed by the writers. This area lies alon the projected
axial zone of the Ophir anticlhle--the locus of ore bodies id Lb(' Ophir
district (Cilluly, 1932, pl. I)--and may be a favorable area col- the
additional geophysical and geochemical exploration.
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